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Liza Wang brings fifty years of showmanship
to Resorts World Genting in October
The veteran Hong Kong diva will be joined on stage by her husband,
and fellow Cantonese opera artist, Law Ka-Ying
Genting Highlands, 17 July 2018 – Not many entertainers can claim a full five decades of
limelight as a superstar, but Liza Wang Ming-Chuen can. Fondly known as the ‘Big Sister’ of
the Hong Kong entertainment industry, Wang is beloved by Chinese-speaking communities
across Asia for her glittering acting career, her prowess as a Cantonese opera singer and her
razor-sharp repartee as an emcee. She brings all these skills, and more, to the stage of
Resorts World Genting’s Arena of Stars on October 27, 2018 for a special, one-night-only
Liza Wang Live in Genting concert.
Born in Shanghai and raised in Hong Kong, Wang first captured attention by being one of
the nine finalists of the first ever Rediffusion Hong Kong Artist Academy in 1967. From
there, she rose up the ranks in the television world, joining TVB in 1971 and debuting as a
lead actress in Eternal Spring. Along with her long-time friend Adam Cheng, she starred in
the classic wuxia martial arts drama Romance of The Book and Sword in 1976 and
established herself as an acting force in the award-winning A House Is Not A Home in 1977.
Her acting career continued to blossom through the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, when she won
four TVB acting awards for the series At The Threshold Of An Era II, Awakening Story and
War Of In-Laws.
In parallel with her acting career, Wang also pursued a very successful singing career.
Performing both Cantopop and Mandopop songs, her songs were initially the theme songs
of her TV series – including the classic Using Love To Steal A Heart, the theme song of the
megahit TV series The Shell Game (1980). She continues to contribute theme songs for
contemporary TV series, like Pearl Of The East for Glittering Days (2006), as well as
performing pop duets with her friend Adam Cheng. She is also a trained Cantonese opera
actress – an art form that combines classical Chinese singing, acting and acrobatics. It was
on the Cantonese opera stage that Wang met her husband, Law Ka-Ying, himself a popular
Cantonese opera artist and actor who will be joining Wang on stage at Resorts World
Genting. Expect to be thrilled by Wang’s timeless songs and entertained by her unparalleled
stage presence in this very special concert.

Liza Wang Live in Genting will be held on October 27, 2018. Tickets are now available for
sale, priced at RM648 (VIP), RM488 (PS1), RM348 (PS2), RM218 (PS3), and RM118 (PS4). An
additional RM3.80 processing fee applies. Genting Rewards Card (GRC) members enjoy a
10% discount when they purchase via Genting Point Redemption and cash or credit card.
This is applicable for all VIP-PS3 tickets. Admission is one ticket per person applicable to
adults, children of all ages and infants.
For more information, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com
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